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ABSTRACT
Optimizing risk to information to protect the enterprise as well as to satisfy government and industry mandates is a core function of most information security departments. Risk management is the discipline that is focused on assessing, mitigating, monitoring and optimizing risks to information. Risk assessments and analyses are critical sub-processes within risk management and are used to generate data that drive organizational decisions to accomplish this objective.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Information risk management is the activity directed towards assessing, mitigating (to an acceptable level) and monitoring of risks associated with information. The principle goal of an organization’s risk management process should be to protect the organization and its ability to perform their mission, not just its IT assets [70]. Peter Drucker once said “the diffusion of technology and commoditization of information transforms it into a resource equal in importance to the traditionally important resources of land, labor and capital” [14]. The exponential growth and availability of information after the Internet boom of 1990’s goes to show the accuracy of his foresight. In today’s world, the fortunes of most organizations are tied with the information they possess and the sophistication with which they are able to manage it. Most of these risk management methodologies, while providing a structured and systematic process for risk management, either lack specific guidance on which risk assessment methods to use or provide for a weak approach. This does not satisfy the rigorous data needs of business leaders as well as audit needs of compliance auditors. This was clearly identified as a significant issue in the recent RSA report based on discussions with top risk management leaders in Global 1000 companies [61]: “Risk should be managed to an acceptable level, based on the enterprise’s risk appetite with decision-making guided by a risk assessment model. A structured, consistent and repeatable process for making the risk/reward calculation helps to ensure that it is done consistently across the organization”.

II. CHARACTERISTICS IN METHODOLOGY IN RISK MANAGEMENT

A comprehensive definition of the characteristics desired from a risk management system in one place is missing from current literature on this topic. We propose the following criteria based on our research (these criteria are articulated in our paper [64]):

1. It must manage risks to an acceptable level based on enterprise’s risk appetite [61]. 2. It must provide decision-support [61]. Security investments are expensive and risk is one criterion that is used to address the economics around it.
3. It must be a continual process [35]. Risk management is not conducted at a point in time; it should be considered throughout the lifecycle of systems development.
4. It must be aligned with an organization’s business objectives [70].
As the amount as well as complexity of information resources within organizations is increasing at an
exponential rate, we also consider the following characteristics as desirable traits: 5. It must be adaptive.
Since an organization’s risk profile, threats and vulnerabilities change frequently, it is important that risk
management should be adaptive to these changes.
6. It must be scalable to accommodate for this increasing complexity while not impacting the window
desired to conduct the assessment activities.
7. It must ensure compliance with government and industry mandates.
8. It must produce consistent results irrespective of who conducts the responsibilities associated with risk
management

III. IMPACT OF SECURITY ENHANCEMENT

Based on the risk assessment analytics, a risk assessor provides recommendation on how controls need to be
adjusted or whether new controls need to be added. However, decision makers want to measure the
impact of these security enhancements. For e.g. increasing the strictness of configuration of a control might
mean that the end user sees increased response times; for a decision maker, it is critical to understand
whether increasing that strictness and the inconvenience caused to the end user as a result is worth it or not in
terms of prevention of security threats. While this area has been researched in other disciplines such as
microprocessor simulation [78], it remains unaddressed within the domain of information security.

IV. SECURITY THREATS

The risk profile of an organization changes on a very dynamic basis because new threats come into existence on
an almost continuous basis. Thus any approaches to deal with the threats have to be dynamic as well. This
issue has not been dealt with in existing research, either methodologically or architecturally. One essential
aspect of being able to manage the information security risk to the enterprise is configuring security
controls appropriately to ensure that the organization is protected against the threats impacting it. However,
despite this critical need, there is a significant opportunity in current approaches that are used for this
purpose. They are initially configured during the installation phase and then changed only on an event
driven basis. These events could be things like an incident, or observation from logs or recommendations from
a risk assessment exercise. There are significant issues with this approach: these changes are ad-hoc and either
happen after the fact (i.e. the loss to the enterprise has already happened at that point) or are not dynamic in
nature (it makes sense to manage security configuration as soon as the security controls start sensing that the
nature of threats around it has started changing).

V. VENDOR SECURITY

A policy is typically a high level articulation of management’s intent. As such, it does not provide more granular
direction and measurable metrics, which would make the task of adhering to it easier for rest of the enterprise.
[25] demonstrates the effective way of writing security policies. Standards are used for this purpose. A standard is
refinement of the policy to a more granular level and provides the requirements that need to be met for adherence
to the policy. Figure 5.3.2 shows a sample vendor information security standard. It is based on the controls
and control objectives provided by ISO 27001 [36]. This standard can be used as a starting point if one doesn’t exist already for the enterprise. Note that just the creation of policy and standard is not going to be sufficient unless it is followed up by extensive propagation through the enterprise. This needs to be accomplished through training. Our recommendation is to make it mandatory for all key stakeholders.

VI. CONCLUSION

A survey of current literature as well as prevalent risk management practices in enterprise environments indicates that there are some significant limitations in current risk management approaches. Although control selection and management is a crucial part of risk assessment process of these methodologies, no formalized methods exist that help manage these aspects. In addition, the area of managing risks due to vendors of the enterprise as well as a requirements engineering framework for determining an appropriate GRC strategy remain unaddressed as well.
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